Yesterday night, everything went sowas going the same as usual

normally. I was

watching a video with my friend, suddenly another classmate come cameover here and
asked for the charge. They willHe did not notice my astonishbting astoninshed in my
face. It sounds unbelievable that I experience this in my dream with the same number

Commented [KS1]: Interesting title is missing
Commented [KS2]: Describe what “normal” means
around here.

Describe who was there, what you were

doing, where the chairs were, etc.

In other words you

are describing a moment that existed both in reality and
in a dream. Use descriptive language to take us there.
Commented [KS3]: The remote?

of people, the same room and the identical arrangement of the chairs and desks. Only,

Commented [KS4]: , but at that moment I realized that
I had experienced this exact situation in a dream…

that dream was three years ago!, but before three years ago! At that point, I had not even
thought about coming to Pegasus California School. I was even not come to this school
yet. Have you ever experienced the at the certain moment, that a a moment where a
simple scene that happened exactly in from your dreams becomes reality?, perhaps one
day ago, months ago, even years ago? This was what I experienced recently. this just
happened in yesterday, actually I had been confused by this for years. In reality,There

Commented [KS5]: If this just happened, why has it
been confusing you for years? Is it because you weren’t

are a lot of many people around faced have experienced the same strange phenomenon!
situation. However, the current scientific theory nowaday could not is not able toexplain
all of these strange situations. Those dreams turned reality that we go through could not
cannot be simply explained by the theory that reality simply reminds us of our dreams.
of the refresh of the memory, I believe that, due to the complexity of our human, brain,
ouryour dreams tell you furthercan predict more your the future, reflect your current
physicalphysiology condition, explain and the unpredictable potential of the yourself.
due to the complexity of our human’s brain!

A fascinating idea.

I like your hook, but make it seem more surreal by explaining how

normal the scene was, then describe your amazement when you realized it was

sure what the dream meant or where It came from?

something you had experienced before. This is a fascinating topic, but I wonder how
you will be able to support such an astounding thesis with research.

Is there really

research out there to prove that the brain can do all these things?

Your thesis is

fascinating, but it is a bit complex.

Simplify it, so that it is more clear and concise.

